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The daily WonderWord puzzle game can be found WonderWord.com by clicking on today's puzzle. Players click Auto or Manual to choose a method of play before starting the puzzle. A printout of the current puzzle is available by clicking click here to download a printable PDF of today's puzzle. Players can download the
WonderWord app to play the game on their iPhone or iPad by clicking download on the App Store button. Alternatively, Android users can download the app by clicking Get it on the Google Play button. To receive tasks via email, players can join the WonderWord community by entering their names and email addresses
and clicking Subscribe under the Heading Join WonderWord Now. Have you ever spent hours (days, weeks) staring at a Rubik's Cube, only to twist and turn their colored squares hopelessly? With a little deciphering, you can solve the cursed cube. By Laurie L. Dove Despite its simple setup - some posts and multiple
discs forming a pyramid - the game known as Towers of Hanoi can be difficult to solve without the right solution. By Laurie L. Dove While 8 Queens is popular with the programming set, the less math-savvy among us can also squeeze some fun out of this classic puzzle game. By Kate Kershner There are some games
that you play and forget, while others suck you in and hold you back for more. We take a look at 5 very addicting puzzles. By Kate Kershner As funny as they are, most traditional puzzles can fall a little flat. But 3D tasks – made of plastic, wood, fabric and more – have been boggling minds for centuries. What
distinguishes 3D tasks from their two-dimensional brothers? By Dave Roos Word games can be fun (and frustrating) forms of entertainment, but if you're tired of the same old crosswords, why not try your hand at their puzzle cousins, akrostics? By Nathan Chandler First used for confidential messages in times of war,
cryptograms have now evolved into leisure puzzles. What are some of the keys to breaking the codes? By Colleen Cancio Although (or perhaps because) no life is at stake when you decipher a cryptositer, these cryptologist-based word puzzles are a brain game of the ages. By Joy H. Montgomery Someone Can See
Them; someone can't. They are 3D eye puzzles and they were all the rage of the 90s. Get the tricks to solve these crazy photos. By Danielle Fisher What do you get when you combine a crossword grid, the logic of sudoku and some basic mathematics? Find out how cacophony puzzles add up. By Jane McGrath If



you've ever seen the TV show Concentration, you've seen a rebus puzzle. How did these unique puzzles get their name? By Dave Roos Since the 1880s, sliding puzzles have delighted and infuriated people trying to solve them. What makes these simple games so compelling? By John Kelly Tangrams are puzzles made
of cut-out shapes that can be combined to form other shapes or designs. So exactly how do they work? Av Sailor Sudoku, who comes from Babaroga and publisher Microsoft, are one of the first two free ad-supported games for Xbox Live. It is currently only available in the Us, although it is likely to debut in countries far
in the end as well. There are lots of different sudoku games on Windows Phone already. This version is certainly not definitive, but it is a pretty good way to get some free achievements. Go past the break for our full review. Sudoku is a type of logic puzzle that became popular in the mid-2000s. Hopefully everyone has
played it. If not, here's Wikipedia's description of the game: The goal is to fill a 9×9 grid with digits so that each column, every row, and each of the nine 3×3 subnets composing the grid (also called boxes, blocks, regions, or subroutors) contains all the digits from 1 to 9. The puzzle setter provides a partially completed
grid, which usually has a unique solution. Completed tasks are always a type of Latin square with an additional limitation on the content of some regions. For example, the same single number may not appear twice in the same 9x9 player board row or column or in any of the nine 3x3 subseas on the 9x9 game board.
Exciting, huh? Don't worry if that sounds confusing – the game has a simple training mode to help beginners pick up the basics. Game types Sudoku offer two ways to play: Classic and Lightning. Classic is the default game sudoku. There are four difficulty levels; The higher the difficulties, the more experience is
assigned to complete each puzzle. There is no time limit, and longer tasks can be saved and resumed later. Lightning is Babarra's unique Sudoku. Players start with a certain number of points, which then constantly cross down. If they reach zero, the game ends. Filling in boxes correctly adds some points, keeping the
game going. Filling in more than one box in a short time increases a score multiplier, which helps even more. Due to the short window to keep the score multiplier going and its timed natural in general, Lightning mode doesn't really give players much chance to pencil in numbers as they normally would when solving a
puzzle. Nevertheless, the sense of urgency and extra XP will make Lightning more attractive than classic for some players. Progression Tasks here are generated randomly. I find random tasks much less enjoyable than the 100 hand-designed tasks included in each of Nintendo's Brain Age DS games. Nevertheless,
Babarooga's Sudoku has a progression system that connects the whole experience. Experience earned from completing (and even giving up on) tasks helps players level up, increasing their rank. It is similar to the system used in Gamechest: Logic Games, except that this game requires dramatically less grinding to
reach the highest ranking. I would say the number of levels and perceived to get levels here is just right. Smoothing also unlocks new powerups and features associated with them. Turn on the brain Sudoku Sudoku traditionally involve powerups - after all, it started as a pen-and-paper game. But powerups add a unique
flavor to this version and make it a little more accessible to less skilled players. The most useful powerups are Pencil All (pencils in all possibilities, which can save a bunch of time), Lucky (fills in one number in every 3 x 3 sub-grid), and the two that increase XP earned, XP Bonus and Gamble. At first players can only
bring a single powerup into a game, but eventually the number increases to five, I mean, three. Most powerups require tokens to use, so you can't just burn through a million tasks in a row with the better ones. Tokens are filled over time, and leveling up fills them immediately. Metro 'doku I to create the 'official' sudoku
game of Windows Phone, Babaroga adheres closely to the basic Metro UI design. Swiping left or right from the main menu switches between four different pages: Dashboard, Classic, Lightning, and Powerups. The dashboard is where you view the XP and move on to leveling, as well as your Xbox Live avatar. Behind
each page in the main menu is a stock photograph, which can be easily switched to a photograph from the player's library in the Help and Options menu. The sudoku board itself consists of a colored grid that matches the user's phone setting on a black background. It's not super pretty, but still looks better than any indie
sudoku game. Pen and pencil can be easily exchanged by tapping the large icon in the upper-right corner of the screen. If you tap a box, it is selected, and numbers can be selected from a row at the bottom of the screen. There are two problems with this approach. First, there is a small but noticeable lag between
choosing a box and being able to select a number. This is most annoying in the time-voted Lightning Mode, but really there is no excuse for input teams in a single game like sudoku. Secondly, the numbers at the bottom are actually a little small, and I sometimes ended up choosing errors by mistake. It is not very difficult
to enter numbers, but I would have preferred a better system. On the plus side, it's as easy to switch between pen and pencil as tapping the large icon in the upper-right corner of the screen. Quiet but deadly Sudoku has no music, which is fine in a game of this kind, especially one for free. The sounds effects may be
better though. Whoever plays by completing a puzzle is particularly limp and noodle-like. Achievements Sudoku's 8 achievements are only worth a total of 50 GamerScore instead of the standard 200. Since the game is free and they are all easy to earn, there is no need to complain. The only achievement that presents
any challenge is Must Play Them All, which requires players to complete a puzzle of each type in both classic and lightning modes. Fortunately powerups make higher difficulties puzzles quite manageable. Overall impression At $2.99, sudoku would be too easy on content and Polish to be worthwhile. The entrance delay,
small hit on the numbers, and unexplained loading times hold everything back a little. But hey, I can forgive some rough edges in a free game that includes Xbox Live achievements – as long as it's fun. The puzzle solving gameplay here definitely qualifies as fun. The smoothing system and powerups add welcome
addictive and accessibility that some other sudoku games lack. I still hope a perfect sudoku game comes to Windows Phone one day, but this version makes the wait a lot easier. Sudoku is only available in the United States. Take it here (Zune link) in the marketplace. Market.
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